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I (A) (a) Explain how to maximize utility filn-

ction bY I-agrange's method.

(b) Discuss the problem of consumer

behavior in d.etail. (8+8)
L
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OR

(B) (i) Derive slutsky equation.

(ii) - Defure utility functiorl Stale ard Pmve
first order and second order condition

of utiliry maximiation. (&- 8)

(A) (a) Explain the nature ofheteroiscadasticity,

with an examPle. How is it detected

by using Pa*-test ? . 
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(b) Explain the problem of single equation
regression model. (8 + 8)

OR

(B) (i) What is multicollinearity ? Explain two
methods of solving mukicollinearity

. problem.

(ii) Explain rhe necessity of disturbance
term in single equation regression
nlodel. (8 + 8)

4 (A) (a)

(b)

(B) (i)

(ii)

(A) (a)

(b)

(B) (D

(ii)

Describe Koych approach to disrributed
lag models.

Explain the method of instrumenral
variable widr an erample. (8+8)

OR

Explain General Linear Model (GLM)
in econometrics

Describe Ordinary Leasr Square (OLS)
method of estimarion in detail.

(8+ 8)

Explain two stage least square method
(2SLS) with an example.

Describe rank and order condirions in
identification problem. (8+8)

OR

Explain indirect least square method
(lLS) with an example.

Describe the problem of just identi-
fication with an example. (8 + 8)
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3 (A) (a)

o)

What is autocorelation ? Describe the
remedial measure for detection of
autocorlelation.

Explain role of dummy variables in
regression analysis. How are they used
in de-seasonalization in time series ?

- (8+8)

OR

(B) (i) Explain the nature of autoconelation.

How is it detected ? Differentiate
between autocorrelation and serial
correlation.

(ii) Describe the colcept of Errors of
measurem6nt in econometrics. (9+7)
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